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The world needs an in-depth technical book describing the methods and techniques used to provide confidence in our system software. In todays market, not only are governments more focused on software safety, but private industry and academia are as well. The methods and techniques used to provide such confidence is commonly called software verification and validation.
Software Verification and Validation: An Engineering and Scientific Approach, a technical professional book, performs software verification and validation on high-fidelity systems. This book includes crucial information for methods and techniques that not only develop the system, but ensure that the system was developed correctly.

Software Verification and Validation: An Engineering and Scientific Approach is structured for research scientists and practitioners in industry. This book is also suitable as a secondary textbook for advanced-level students in computer science and engineering.
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Python, PyGame and Raspberry Pi Game DevelopmentApress, 2016

	
		Gain the basics of Python and use PyGame to create fast-paced video games with great graphics and sounds. You'll also learn about object oriented programming (OOP) as well as design patterns like model-view-controller (MVC) and finite state machines (FSMs).

	
		Python, PyGame and Raspberry Pi Game Development...
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The Customer Management Scorecard: Managing CRM for ProfitKogan Page, 2002
The Customer Management Scorecard is based on a unique global survey conducted by QCi that aimed to reveal the true relationship between effective customer management and business performance. Over 300 global assessments of blue chip companies in 22 countries, across all sectors, were conducted using QCi’s Customer Management...
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MathThematics: Student Edition Book 3 2008McDougal Littell, 2007

	Hardcover student edition McDougal Littell MathThematics Book 3


	Connecting the Theme Towering talents and amazing facts

	will capture your imagination, as you see how mathematics

	can be used to describe incredible accomplishments and

	surprising relationships....
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Atlas of Airway Management: Techniques and ToolsLippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2006

	
		This full-color atlas is a step-by-step pictorial guide to both routine and advanced airway management techniques. More than 300 photographs depict the tools involved; the placement of the tools in relation to anatomy in cadaver specimens; and the devices in use in various clinical scenarios. Succinct text summarizes the steps of...
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Data Just Right: Introduction to Large-Scale Data & Analytics (Addison-Wesley Data & Analytics Series)Addison Wesley, 2013

	Making Big Data Work: Real-World Use Cases and Examples, Practical Code, Detailed Solutions


	 


	Large-scale data analysis is now vitally important to virtually every business. Mobile and social technologies are generating massive datasets;...
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CorelDRAW X4 in Simple StepsDreamtech Press, 2008
CorelDRAW is the best known vector graphics software that helps you to create interactive designs for printing, publishing and advertising. CorelDRAW X4 is the latest and improved version of CorelDRAW. Smart Interface, new tools and enhanced compatibility are some reasons why CorelDRAW X4 is the market leader.
CorelDRAW X4 in simple Steps...
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